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Every week at the same time, the portable sanitation truck pulls into the site. Within 5 or 10 minutes, the units are pumped and 

cleaned, and the driver is off to the next site. Just like clockwork! Professionals make portable sanitation look easy because they 

have a well-prepared route plan.

As a portable sanitation owner, you will spend most of your business day 

on your service route, so the importance of good route planning can’t be 

overstated. It will have an impact on your business every single day. 

Route planning:

 • Demonstrates your professionalism

 • Is the key to outstanding customer service and to building a 

  base of loyal, regular customers 

 • Helps you make more money and gives you more time for 

  other aspects of your work and life

As you start your own company, it is helpful to talk to your business 

mentor for advice on route planning.

OPTIMIZE YOUR ROUTE
You will have a certain number of clients at various locations throughout your service area. Your goal is to “optimize” your route — 

to provide the best service, complete it in the shortest amount of time, with the least number of miles driven, and with enough 

capacity in your tank to hold all the waste you collect. 

You have to adjust your route to fit every new customer. You can’t just add them to the end of the line.
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UNDERSTAND YOUR SERVICE AREA
To optimize your route, you must first become familiar with your service area. 

Your service area is where your customers are. A service area may be a city or cities, a county, a region or other geographic 

place. It’s up to you to decide the boundaries. You will “set up shop” within your service area, physically locating your truck(s) and 

equipment, and perhaps an office, there.

Let demographics and geography help decide your routes. Base routes on where and how your customers are grouped. In cities, 

stops are usually closer together. Rural areas tend to be more spread out. Try using natural boundaries like highways and rivers to 

map the most efficient route. 

Consider how location will affect travel time and distance. For example:

 

 • How much time and fuel will be spent each day traveling to your service route and back? 

 • Where is the closest waste treatment center (where you will dispose of waste each day/week)? 

 • When customers request last-minute items, how quickly will you be able to respond?

Keep it tight! A service area covering about a 30-mile radius is a good start for a small company. A tight service area equals savings 

of time and fuel, increased productivity and profitability, and eliminating unnecessary wear and tear on your equipment. 

The time you save may be the most appreciated aspect of good route planning. An efficient route gives you more time in your day 

for other aspects of your business, such as making extra deliveries, sprucing up your units or catching up on billing and paperwork. 

It can even help you get home in time to make it to your son or daughter’s soccer game! 
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UNDERSTAND YOUR SCHEDULE
Your daily schedule will depend on the service area and how many units to clean. Generally, each unit in the field should be 

cleaned once a week. Try to be consistent, cleaning a unit on the same day each week. 

A rule of thumb on scheduling is to plan on about 10 to 15 minutes to travel from one site to the next on the route/schedule. Plan 

for about 5 minutes of service time per toilet. Once your company is established and growing, you can expect to have as many as 

30 stops on a route per day (some larger companies may have up to 50 stops). This makes for a 10-hour day if you take 5 minutes 

to clean a unit and 15 minutes transit time. Of course, time may vary. 

As you get to know each site, plan on spending a little more 

time at sites where safety and accessibility are particular 

issues. Safety concerns include having to back out into 

traffic, make difficult maneuvers to service units or drive over 

rough terrain. Major accessibility issues include units that are 

consistently blocked by vehicles or heavy equipment. “Easy 

in, easy out” sites are best.

Become familiar with traffic patterns and construction areas. 

Be like a traffic reporter in a helicopter and take a bird’s-eye 

view. Check traffic reports for delays. Avoid the worst roads 

for rush-hour traffic. Especially in summer, know where all 

the road construction projects are. Then, you can decide 

the best place to be at the right time of day. Remember, you 

won’t make money staring out the windshield.
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 Get to know your limits. Make the most of your route, but remember, you can only service so many units in a day. Keep in mind 

that your truck also has limitations, such as water capacity. Don’t spread yourself too thin by trying to be everywhere at once. Set 

boundaries, and don’t go past them. 

But don’t try to be more efficient by cutting corners. Always meet your customers’ expectations. A few weeks of poor service can 

cost your business greatly.

GET IN THE ZONE
As you gain customers, you may eventually have so many that you can’t handle all of them in one day. You will need to divide your 

service area into zones and cover one zone each day with separate routes. 

Let efficiency and geography guide you in making the new routes. For example, you might have “central city Monday” or “westside 

Wednesday.” By being consistent and having an organized routine, your customers will know what to expect, and you will have a 

starting point to help schedule new business.

You may be among the many portable sanitation pros who started their company part-time (for example, after finishing their 

regular job) and have only a few hours each day to commit to the business. Rather than cram every customer into one route and 

risk a lower level of service quality, distributing them into zones (such as three, three-hour routes) will give you more flexibility to 

meet customer requests, add customers and respond to emergencies and delays. 

PREPARE FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Efficiency also means thinking ahead. Be prepared and plan for emergencies or extra business by carrying an extra unit or two on 

your truck for additional services or deliveries. A quick response in these situations (since you won’t have to go back to your yard to 

pick up a spare) is a great way to attract and keep satisfied customers. 
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While driving from site to site, keep your eyes open for new developments or projects. These jobs are the best to target, as they 

are already on your route! 

Also, keep in mind that you will often face unexpected issues 

that can slow you down. Being well-prepared to handle the 

unexpected will get you on your way with minimal delay. For 

example, your hose may clog. Or, you can’t service the unit 

because it’s inaccessible due to equipment in the way or a 

locked gate. The unit may have been damaged and must be 

replaced. You might be dealing with missing parts, missing toilet 

paper or graffiti. Or, you may have an upset customer who wants 

to talk.

At the end of the day, or when you are nearest to the dump 

site, check your waste tank to see if you need to discharge. A 

frustrating, time-wasting situation occurs when your waste tank 

is full before the end of your route. Then, your only choice is to 

go to your dump site. Avoid this misstep by checking your waste level before beginning the day, and monitor the level regularly. It’s 

dangerous to over-fill your truck. If your tank becomes full while pumping, the waste in the hose will have nowhere to go. Trying to 

put it back in the toilet can lead to a nasty spill!

Know the location, times and requirements of other nearby disposal sites if your primary dump site is suddenly unavailable or 

inaccessible. Store waste in holding tanks if available. See if there is a local septic company that can provide a truck for temporary 

holding.
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DAMAGE CONTROL
On rare occasions, you may not be able to complete your route for the day. Perhaps it’s due to an equipment malfunction or 

extremely hazardous weather. In most instances, you’ve probably arranged to provide cleaning once a week. In this case, an extra 

day is OK. So for example, if you weren’t able to finish Tuesday’s route, finish it on Wednesday before starting Wednesday’s route. It 

could result in a long work day, but it has to be done.

You may also find that shifting schedules in this way will be necessary to accommodate the extra work you have during the busy 

season. 

When you have to complete a route the next day, most portable restroom operators don’t find it necessary to contact their 

customers to let them know, unless the customer has to do something in order for you to service their unit. For example, if the unit 

is on a building under construction and the customer has to use a crane to bring it down for servicing.

GOING OUT OF YOUR WAY
Putting your customers first may require you to respond to requests for service that are outside your “normal service area.” This 

situation can be used to your advantage. First, determine your additional costs in driving time, fuel and man-hours, and increase 

your regular rate to “monetize” or profit from your extra effort. Finding a way to service an out-of-the-way site can earn customer 

loyalty. When you start to have many requests like this, it’s a good indication that you should expand your service area.

However, there will be times when the distance is just too great. You may be able to subcontract the work with a local company 

and charge a markup as the “middleman,” but it’s important to note that if the subcontractor does a poor job, it will reflect on you. 

If you work with a subcontractor, clearly explain the arrangements to the customer. At the very least, you may be able to give the 

customer the names of a few companies in that area they could call.
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EMPLOYEE DRIVERS
It’s an important milestone in your business that you should look forward to — the time 

when you realize you need a second driver to cover all your customers. It means your 

business has grown significantly. 

For more information on employees, please read the JohnTalk white paper “How to Find 

& Keep Good Employees for Your Portable Restroom Business.”

Once you have hired a driver or drivers, it is best to have the same driver on the same 

route consistently so they can become familiar with the sites and particular needs of 

each customer. 

However, it will also be helpful to cross-train drivers on other routes when necessary. 

For example, if you have two drivers (or you and one other driver), and one is scheduled 

for a vacation, have the drivers ride together the week before, or have the drivers switch 

routes for a week. They can call each other with questions. Make sure all customer 

addresses and notes are up-to-date. 

HIGH-TECH ROUTE PLANNING
You may already be using a route-planning app such as Road Warrior or Route4Me. As your business grows to the point where 

you have another driver or drivers managing routes, you should look into using route-planning and fleet-management software 

programs. A growing number of companies use them. Routing optimization offers many helpful features in addition to mapping 

routes, including real-time GPS tracking, fuel management and route profitability. Check the internet for the latest technology to 

decide if there is a program that works for your needs. 
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Here are some current software programs for portable sanitation companies that include route planning among their features:

ARM Portable Sanitation and Toilet Rental 

www.armsoftware.com/industries/portable-toilet

AMCS Portable Toilet Management

www.amcsgroup.com/us/portable-toilet-management

Ritam Technologies LLC Summit Route Management™ 

www.ritam.com/routingtools

The Service Program 

http://theserviceprogram.com/industries/portable-toilet-software.htm

RouteOptix 

www.routeoptix.com

Real Green Systems Service Assistant

www.realgreen.com

EZtrakR Software

www.eztrakr.com/eztrakr
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Disclaimer: Content provided by JohnTalk is intended solely for general information purposes. JohnTalk does not claim to offer legal, tax, 
investment or accounting advice. We do not accept liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from the use of information provided. For 
specific advice about starting or investing in a business, consult with a qualified and licensed professional.


